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CFA Open Day
There was a very encouraging Open Day at Somers fire station
on 20 November when upward of 100 residents called in to
either hear the talk by CFA Fire Ready Presenters, watch the
juniors under training, ask pertinent fire-related questions, or
in the case of younger members of the town, clamber all over
the fire trucks and pretend they were firemen.
The barbecued sausages were a great success as was a
demonstration of the Flare-Off Burner, which is used in any
situation where leaking LPG is to be controlled.
This burner is part of the equipment carried on the LPG
emergency vehicle which is the only such unit on the Peninsula.
Our CFA Captain Bruce McCallum is hopeful that the exposure
of the very well organised local brigade may encourage more
young adults to join the local unit to learn new skills and help
spread the work load.

True is very interested in the technique
of communication from a fire-truck.
‘Harry’ Harrison supervises while
Summer looks on.

The LPG flare-off burner in roaring flame-throwing action.

Junior firemen Cooper, Josh, Hayden and Blake are
showing a great deal of enthusiasm in their training
and are becoming quite skilled in the tasks they are
given.

Fireman Stephen Brown is helping young Cody
with a fireman’s hat in the hope that in future
Cody will come back when he is old enough to
have a real one fitted!
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New grandparents

Our purpose:

I work on the Somers Foreshore on Shire land along with
Rosemary and Marie-Claire. We are clearing weed and putting
back vegetation which originally belonged there. While it’s very
tiring we love what we do – especially when after a couple of
months one can see a dramatic change happening and a place
of beauty appear out of neglect and devastation.
In early Spring we watched a pair of galahs search for a
nesting place. They settled for a dead tree right beside our
working area. The tree had lost all its branches and the trunk
was open at the top. There they sat for weeks, flitting in and
out and scaring away any other nest-hunters. Even a koala
which attempted to climb the tree was yelled at for hours by
Mr Galah. Finally when the galah wasn’t looking the koala took
off at full speed.
Well, this week the proud parents appeared accompanied by
two beautiful babies. And you know what? We feel like proud
grandparents!
Just one of the joys of working immersed in nature.

Somers Paper Nautilus aims to connect all the groups
and individuals of Somers and to help reinforce a
sense of community and belonging by giving them
an avenue of expression through:
• News relevant to Somers and the surrounding
area as well as items of general interest.
• Stories and examples of local creative
endeavour.
• Letters.
The Paper Nautilus will not become involved in
party politics nor take sides on any issue. However,
we encourage readers to feel free to express their
opinions on matters that concern them and the
Somers community.
The volunteer editorial committee will have the
final decision of the paper’s content and reserves
the right to edit or omit any item on legal grounds
or because of space.
Views expressed in the Nautilus are not necessarily
shared by the editorial committee but are those of
the authors.
We aim for inclusiveness and openness, catering
for a diversity of views without rancour.

Nautilus

on the Web

Don’t forget back issues
of the Nautilus are
available for viewing
at www.somers-nautilus.org.au
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ANNE DORAN

Ravens!
Advice would be most welcome from someone in the
know concerning Ravens – truly beautiful, intelligent, and
plentiful birds.
I write this during our beautiful Spring here in Somers.
So many of our creatures are reproducing and preparing
their young for a new life.
We are lucky to have a garden, although mostly selfproliferating with natives, full of trees, shrubs and flora

that give us endless delight. The thing
is that this garden of ours not only
gives us pleasure, it also gives shelter
and habitat for several native birds
and creatures.
I understand nature must survive
the best way it can but so often, I
am horrified at its methods!
Viz: Kamakazi-style aerial attacks
from birds of prey on other flocks
in flight; cannibalism amongst the
most appealing-looking creatures;
outright burglary by some; deliberate
destruction of nests and lairs to
satisfy the menu; inestimable number
of insects and the like eliminated
by ourselves with great gumbooted
stompings and carefully aimed pressure
cans; this includes a neighbouring
damned cat by the way.
One could almost create a comedy
from some of the events one sees,
but humour seems to dissipate rapidly
on reflection.
I could go on – but, what really
upsets me almost the most is the
Ravens – or Crows as we [mistakenly]
call them. The terror these birds
inflict on the birds and creatures in
our garden, their feeding on ducklings
and other young birds is constant
and their cry is just awful to me by
association. Today, 21 October, the
last straw which in fact prompted this
plea for help and advice, was seeing
a Raven fly into a tree and destroy
a ring-tailed possum nest – grabbing
the little thing and carrying it away
for its meal.
I see this sort of robbery and
cruelty all the time with these Ravens
and I cannot understand why they
are protected. I am totally frustrated
by their freedom to kill – their only
predator I can think of is man and
they are safe from us according to
law.
So, I am looking for advice on
how I can eradicate Ravens from
our property or protect the creatures
in our garden from them. Is there
someone in the community that can
help and advise? Perhaps by writing

solutions to the Nautilus others may
find such information of use as well.
Since writing this piece during Spring, I
have subsequently learned that a neighbour
feeds the Ravens in this area. This of
course would make any attempt to discourage
them from my garden a futile one. So
I’ll continue to watch the demise of the
ducklings, ringtails and others, but enjoy very
much the creatures that do safely live here.
BEVERLY MARTORANA-CAMERON

Ravens belong
Ravens belong and have a place in the
scheme of things but Somers (and
almost everywhere else as well) is so
changed that the ‘balance’ has gone.
The tidy open gardens of Somers
provide little shelter for the tiny birds,
or even the medium-sized birds.
The road reserves are being cleared

as well as some of the Reserves, so safe
prickly nesting sites are not available
to the smaller birds.
There is very little dense protective
shelter left bordering the grassy patches
that many small seed-eaters require
– and there are few grassy patches
allowed to flower and seed without
being cut – so feeding is dangerous
and difficult.
The tall introduced Pines are perfect
nesting sites for Ravens and road-kill
and bird-feeding tables, picnic scraps
and dog food all are easy pickings for
these very clever but shy birds. So
the balance has gone and perhaps the
number of Ravens has increased.
The best thing to do is to restore
the balance by providing the protective
habitat that the smaller birds require
and reducing the nesting sites and
‘human food’ for the Ravens – they
are, after all, only exerting their ‘selfish
gene’ and guaranteeing the survival of
their species – not so unlike us humans
really.
ROSEMARY

Dress-up day at kinder was a great success and something the children really loved. It also
looks as though Assistant Teacher Georgy and 3-year-old Group Teacher Crystal were rather
enjoying it too, for where else can one parade around in queenly gown and a tiara in our little
town of Somers without an eyebrow or two being raised in surprise?
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Somers Tennis Club news

Children get active
playing tennis
Somers Primary School children have
been having fun, learning new skills and
getting active with Somers Tennis Club,
thanks to the Australian Government’s
Active After-school Communities
(AASC) program.
This term about 30 students will get
the chance to try their hands at tennis
through the AASC program.
Somers Tennis Club president and
AASC community coach Graeme
Wilson said it was great watching the
Somers children have a go at tennis this
term.
“We teach the fundamentals of tennis
in a positive and fun environment and
if they really enjoy the sport, we then
encourage them to join Somers Tennis
Club to try the sport with coaching from
our club professional Geoff Summers.
“The AASC program benefits the
community in more ways than one.
Local people can be involved as coaches,
managers and coordinators; local sport

clubs get free promotion of their sport
and access to potential junior members;
and participating children get more
active and healthy,” Mr Wilson said
Local AASC regional coordinator
Kieran Brophy has seen how the
program provides primary-school-aged
children with a positive introduction
to sport and how it is helping to build
the foundation needed for children to
progress to local club sports in their
community.
“I have seen many children in the
Western Port region start to enjoy
physical activity and develop the basic
skills needed to take up a sport on a
regular basis. The AASC program aims
to enhance the physical activity levels of
children by giving them positive, fun and
free sporting experiences in a safe and
inclusive environment.”
The AASC program is an Australian
Government initiative delivered by the
Australian Sports Commission in up
to 3270 schools and out-of-school care
centres across Australia. Each term,
up to 190,000 children participate
in up to 70 sports and 20 structured
physical activities after school. For more
information about the AASC program,
visit ausport.gov.

Vale Park Shiel
Sadly Park Shiel, a life member
of the Somers Tennis Club,
died suddenly on Wednesday 23
November. A memorial service
was held on 1 December at the
Somers School Camp attended by
250 friends and family.
Park joined Somers Tennis
Club in 1988, and played in teams’
competition from 1988–2003. He
served on the committee from 1989
and as secretary from 1999–2007.
One of the highlights of Park’s
time as secretary was seeing the
establishment of court three, after
many years of negotiations, firstly
with Hastings then Mornington
Peninsula Shire Councils.
Park also, after long and
tedious negotiations, convinced
the Australian Sports Foundation
to support our cause and allow us
to receive tax-free donations as part
of the funding for court three.
He was first to put his hand up
for any fund-raising activity, was
on the microphone at our family
play tennis fun days and who could
forget him leading the ‘Nutbush’ at
our dinner dance?
Park was made a life member
of the club in March this year,
acknowledging the significant
contribution he made to Somers
Tennis Club. The committee
and members offer their deepest
sympathy to Sandra, Flinn and
family. Park will be sadly missed.

Brooke Spencer-Pitts, Somers School coordinator and Graeme Wilson, president of Somers
Tennis Club with some of the children in the program.
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Somers Arts
Precinct

A celebratory raising of glasses at the opening of the Arts Precinct with everyone gathered
around Andrew Wilson’s ‘The Dancer’s Offering’.

Ross Millen from the Foreshore Committee and artist Brad Culley with Brad’s sculpture in
the background.
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The foreshore area opposite Palm
Beach Grove was the site for the
official opening and celebration of the
Somers Arts Precinct. The gathering
included representatives from the
Department of Sustainability and
Environment, Mornington Peninsula
Shire Council, Somers Yacht Club,
Somers Residents Association, Somers
Foreshore Committee of Management,
Friends of the Foreshore, Somers
Primary School, many supportive and
interested residents and importantly
artists Andrew Wilson and Brad Culley,
who have created two of the sculptures
now in place in this area.
The Regional Director of the Port
Phillip Region of DSE, Rodney Warren,
officially opened the precinct and
congratulated the local committee for
the work they and those preceding them
have done, not only on the foreshore
in general, but now this concept of a
sculpture area. He suggested that DSE
would find it difficult to find finance for
future pieces but looked hopefully in
the direction of local councillor Frank
Martin; although most likely it will be
a generous local resident who is the
‘white knight’! Frank in his speech also
was congratulatory for the work so far
accomplished.
Pam Bannister and Ross Millen of
the SFCofM mentioned that this was the
site where nine pine trees were removed
(after some community disquiet), in
order to restore the degraded area
and connect with two patches of
healthy coastal bushland. Two to three
metres of the pine stumps were left
for future sculpting. Several logs were
also turned into two lounge seats and
animal sculptures created by artist Kevin
Gilders: a ‘resident’ koala, a wombat in
the lower car park picnic area, a seal and
some echidnas near the Store.
Ross Millen interviewed artists Brad

and Andrew about their work. Brad said
he had combined the metal yacht-sail
form with timber rescued from an old
Port Phillip jetty, continuing the nautical
theme. The timber is at least 120 years
old and hopefully it will be here for a
further 120 years
Andrew explained that his work
(which appeared in the last issue of
the Nautilus) is carved from a cypresspine log (not from a branch as I had
assumed), and after first sketching his
concept, The Dancer’s Offering inspired
by a visit to Bali and Lombok, he tackled
the log with a chainsaw before finishing
with hammer and chisel.
After some more sips of champagne
most of the 30 people attending moved
to a warmer location at the barbecue
rotunda near the Store to view a display
of photographs, have some more
‘nibbles’ and a few more sips before
heading off home.
ROD NUSKE

Foreshore art
funding
The current Arts Precinct works
have been funded by generous local
donations, plus funding through
Esso BHP Billiton Joint Venture
Contributions programs.
If you would like to assist with
funding further foreshore artworks,
there are three levels of donation
available to the Somers Reserve Public
Art Fund – Gold membership @ $250;
Silver membership @ $100; Bronze
membership @ $50. Membership is open
to all individuals, families, businesses, art
galleries and other organisations.
For all Foreshore Public Art Fund
enquiries, contact Ross Millen either
by email at rmillen@millens.com.au
or phone 0419 341 278, or send your
cheque, made payable to Somers
Foreshore Committee of Management
Public Art Fund, to PO Box 466 Somers
3927.

The value
of stillness
The Chinese word for ‘busy’ is made of
two characters. The first is ‘heart’ and the
second is ‘killing’. For the Chinese, to be
busy is to kill the heart.
Children raised by insecure parents
often learn that the faster they talk, the
faster they move, and the faster they
think, the safer they feel. A moving
target is harder to hit. Such children seek
safety in the speed of their activity and
speech. They take refuge in relentless
action. When they feel insecure about
what they know, they produce more
words and share them in rapid-fire, to
hide their perceived ignorance. Constant
motion keeps them from being caught.
Relentless, busy activity distracts them
from experiencing their fear. They are
often misdiagnosed as ‘hyperactive’
or having ‘attention deficit disorder’
when they are actually trying only to
protect themselves from a frightening
environment. Their constant motion of
mouth and body kills their heart.
Desperate activity often masks our
fear of our own insides. When we are
still, we may discover our own pain, our
own emptiness, our own fear, or our own
self-image. So, rather than confront our
own thoughts and feelings, we remain
focused on outside activity. We run from
one task to another with no moment
of rest between completion of one
and the beginning of another. We may
even use speech to keep us from feeling
alone. Loneliness also kills the heart’s
enthusiastic joy.
Mahatma Gandhi once said: “There
is more to life than increasing its speed”.
When overwork and over-talking
becomes our lifestyle, we kill our hearts
just a little. The greatest psychological
danger in constant busy-ness is that we
neglect ourselves. We lose our awareness
of our own needs, thoughts and desires.
We lose the capacity to listen, not only
to others, but also to ourselves. In our

constant rush, we forget our own talents,
our own abilities, our own gifts, our own
worth, and our own inner wisdom. We
habitually ignore who we really are. And
when we are unaware of our value as the
persons we genuinely are, we do violence
to the heart of our lives – ourselves.
Thomas Merton writes: “There
is a pervasive form of contemporary
violence ... activism and overwork. To
allow oneself to be carried away by
the multitude of conflicting concerns,
to surrender to too many demands, to
commit oneself to too many projects,
to want to help everyone in everything,
is to succumb to violence.” Busy-ness
kills the heart.
Stillness is the antidote for busy-ness.
Silence is the antidote for talking too
much. Perhaps, like the lake, stillness is
our natural state. The surface of a lake
is always still unless something disturbs
it. In stillness, the lake more accurately
reflects the reality of the environment.
Confusion and distortion arise only when
we are too busy or wordy to listen. We
know that muddy water becomes clear
only when allowed to remain still. All
powerful words and phrases are brief.
We weaken the power of our words
with excess speech. Taoist, Chuang Tzu,
writes: “Still water is like glass – it is a
perfect level. The heart of the wise man
is tranquil; it is the mirror of heaven and
earth. Emptiness, stillness, tranquillity,
silence, non-action – this is the perfect
Tao. Wise men here find their resting
place.”
We don’t have to choose between
activity and stillness. Life is never
exclusively one or the other. We need
to create a balance in our lives between
action and stillness, between speaking
and keeping quiet. Perhaps the holiday
period is a time to achieve such a balance
and try to maintain it when the holiday
period is over.
LLOYD J. THOMAS, PHD
(Dr Thomas is a licensed psychologist,
author, speaker and life coach. Article
modified and submitted by Anne
Kotzman.)
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ART CLASSES
FOR ADULTS
Terrified beginners and
intermediate levels
WELCOME!
I guarantee you will be
inspired as soon as you
enter my beautiful home
studio set in tranquil
bushland.

Book review

‘A Thousand
Splendid Suns’
by Khaled Hoseini; adult fiction, 384pp;
Riverhead 2007
Liz’s Book Club (Somers) read this
amazing book and following is a review and
our comments about it.

You will learn techniques
with as much structure as
you require by a qualified
teacher.
Develop your own style
to enable you to paint
what you love.
This could be the
beginning of your creative
journey!
Contact me to visit my
studio in Somers, or to
see a class in progress.
Monique Morey
0409 836 507
e-mail: moniquemorey@
y7mail.com
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First edition cover
A Thousand Splendid Suns is the second
book written by Afghan-American
author Khaled Hosseini. Khaled Hosseini
was born in Kabul, Afghanistan, and
moved to the United States in 1980.
His first novel, The Kite Runner, was an
international bestseller, published in
38 countries. In 2006 he was named a
goodwill envoy to UNHCR, the United
Nations Refugee Agency. He lives in
northern California.
A Thousand Splendid Suns explores the
lives of two Afghan women, Mariam
and Laila, as they grow from children to
adults. Starting out as adversaries they
become the most unlikely of friends.
The book spans 30 years, beginning with

the Soviet invasion and ending with the
overthrow of the Taliban. It is a story
about the power of love, the bonds of
friendship, the love of country and the
struggle to survive.
Our book club found A Thousand
Splendid Suns a very moving and thoughtprovoking novel. Some chapters were
quite emotionally disturbing to read
and some of us felt quite guilty that we
could be traumatized by simply reading a
book, whereas women are actually living
(and suffering) these ordeals on a daily
basis in Afghanistan. We knew women
had an appalling time living under the
Taliban regime, but we didn’t understand
how horrible conditions really were.
The childbirth section and the abuse
of both women and children was quite
challenging and humbling to read.
We enjoyed the fact that the book
taught us many things about life in
Afghanistan, the religious and political
turmoil, the various factions vying for
power, life under the Taliban and the
struggles of both men and women
during the war. There were some
beautiful characters and relationships in
the book – men who fought against the
oppression of women, men who loved
their daughters and wives and women
who were inspiring.
We also learned of the natural beauty
of Afghanistan, her fascinating history
and wonderful food.
The title of the book comes from a
line in the Josephine Davis translation of
the poem ‘Kabul’, by the 17th-century
Iranian poet Saib Tabrizi:
“Every street of Kabul is enthralling
to the eye
Through the bazaars, caravans of
Egypt pass
One could not count the moons that
shimmer on her roofs
And the thousand splendid suns that
hide behind her walls”
We all concluded that this is the rare
book that entertains, educates but most
of all touches your heart.
KARINA SMITH

Children’s book review

‘Pearl Barley and
Charlie Parsley’
by Aaron Blabey; children’s fiction,
32pp; ages 0-10, but parents love it
too; Penguin (Puffin imprint)

Pearl Barley and Charlie Parsley are the
best of friends. But they are different
in almost every way . . .
Pearl Barley likes solving mysteries
and moves rather fast in the world.
Pearl Barley is loud and boisterous
and talkative.
Charlie Parsley takes baths and loves
watching his garden grow.
Charlie Parsley is quiet and shy and
likes to sit and ponder.
They are opposite in almost every
way, so how can Pearl Barley and Charlie
Parsley be such goods friends? It is their
differences that help them to appreciate
and look after each other. When Pearl
needs a rest from her busy, loud life,
Charlie is there to bring her a mug
of warm milk in bed with his “lovely
bedside manner”. And when Charlie is
feeling down, Pearl uses her crazy antics
to cheer him up.
This book is not only beautifully
written, it is fun to read and has engaging
characters that are easy to identify with.
It is a wonderful book to use with young
children as a starting point to talk about
human nature, different personalities
and how to be kind and look after each

other. It tells children it is OK to be
ourselves, to be exactly who we are,
knowing that our true friends will always
be there for us.
About the Author
This is Aaron Blabey’s first book. It
won the 2008 CBCA Book of the Year:
Early Childhood and was shortlisted
for the 2008 Crichton Award for New
Illustrators and a 2008 NSW Premier’s
Literary Award. It was also included
on the Smithsonian Institute’s Notable
Book List of 2008 in the USA.
His second picture book, Sunday
Chutney, was shortlisted for the CBCA
Book of the Year 2009: Picture Books
and the Australian Book Industry
Awards 2009: Young Children.
Stanley Paste, his third picture book,
was published in 2009 to wide acclaim.
Aaron Blabey has two small sons and a
wife and lives in Sydney.
KARINA SMITH

SRA shared
pathways proposal
for Somers –
be careful what you
wish for
When I first heard about a proposal for
Shared Pathways in Somers I thought it
sounded like a great idea. I sometimes
ride a bike and my daughter walks a lot
around Somers. Where the bike paths
exist along South Beach Road and
Sandy Point Road they work well, but
then you suddenly run out of pathway,
so connecting them up would seem to
make sense.
Because of my interest, I recently
requested a plan of the proposed
Shared Pathways from the SRA, and a
copy of their submission to the State
Government for funding. When I looked
at the proposal in detail I was horrified.

If it is ever implemented as it is currently
shown it would make a drastic impact
on our small remnants of indigenous
vegetation, particularly on the Foreshore
Reserve. Is this really what we want?
Most of us who came to Somers, at least
in the past, did so because we loved the
natural environment. Maybe this is not
so for newcomers to our village.   
Of particular concern to me is the
designated path from the car park in
front of the Store heading towards the
Yacht Club on the south side of the
Boulevard. There is already a concrete
path on the north side of the road, and
a beautiful natural little bush track (the
‘she-oak path’) that heads down past the
new Arts Precinct towards the Yacht
Club. If another path, 1.5 metres wide,
probably concreted, is cut through this
densely vegetated area we would lose
some of the most significant piece of
bush that we have left.
There are many other areas, where
the loss of existing indigenous vegetation
would be totally unacceptable. I, for one,
don’t want to see the suburbanisation
of Somers. What do you want?
Let’s come up with some less
invasive alternatives. For example,
according to Shire policy, nature-strip
gardens are not permitted and a clear
area for pedestrians must be provided,
but somehow this is not enforced and
walkers and mums with pushers run into
numerous obstacles such as agapanthus,
rocks, bollards and logs, which force
them to walk on the roadway. Perhaps
some minor adjustments to individual
nature strips would provide easier access.
Do we really want a 1.5-metre concrete
path around the village?
I urge everyone to request a copy of
the Shared Pathways Submission from
the SRA (info@somers.org.au). Look
at it in detail as you walk, ride or drive
around Somers, and make your ideas
known to the SRA and the Shire.
For information about the financial
implications for residents go to: www.
mornpen.vic.gov.au/Files/091412fa_
rep_22.pdf. File No: 0670/230
ANNE KOTZMAN
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The message can sometimes be
confusing
T-shirts are universal. Once a symbol of
youth they are now worn by people of
all ages, men and women alike.
They also turn many wearers into
walking billboards with messages
ranging from ‘Eat at Joe’s’ to two of
my favourites, ‘Join the army, meet
interesting people … and kill them’ and
philosopher Rene Descartes’ famous
answer to the question of why we exist:
‘Je pense donc je suis’ (I think therefore I
am).
I was also very fond of one I bought
a young son in Queensland which was
white with a large black square in the
middle and the legend ‘New Zealand
night life’. I believe things have improved
in NZ since the 1970s!
Fans of Gruen Planet on ABC TV
will notice Todd Sampson, the Canadianborn regular foil to Rusel Howcroft,
always sports a different t-shirt with a
message, however obscure.
All this brings me to how one can
be tripped up by a t-shirt message.
My colleague Rod Nuske spotted a
Somers local wearing a t-shirt with the
message ‘Sea Shepherd crew’ and, not
unnaturally, thought the wearer was a
crew member. He asked him if he would
talk to someone from the Paper Nautilus
about the Sea Shepherd, to which he
agreed.
Your intrepid reporter then made a
time to talk to the wearer, one Arthur
O’Bryan.
Arthur was a bit mystified by my call
and pointed out that he had not been
a Sea Shepherd crewman but he’d had
a tour of the ship while in Newcastle
after a conference and was given, as he
put it, “some goodies” by Sea Shepherd
founder Paul Watson.
However, all was not lost. Arthur
it turns out, who has been a Somers
resident for nine years and a Peninsula
resident for 15, is a former president of
10

the Surfrider Foundation and steered
that organisation for seven years, giving
up in 2003.
While he was at the helm the
Mornington Peninsula branch was
named the branch of the year in 1999
and it was while in Newcastle collecting
the award that Arthur scored his Sea
Shepherd t-shirt.
He and the local branch were
part of a concerted push to have the
Gunnamatta sewer outfall improved to
avoid surfers and other beach users from
becoming sick because of the proximity

of the outfall to the beach.
Arthur still surfs at Gunnamatta
when he can get time from helping
look after two sons and working as a
freelance wine-marketing consultant.
He says that while the beach there has
improved enormously, particularly given
the huge rise in Melbourne’s population,
there is still room for progress. The
improvements to the Carrum treatment
plant have helped in this respect.
Turning to Somers and the issue of
erosion, Arthur believes that some of
the changes which have been made along
the coast interrupt the natural flow of
the sea although he admits that this is
anecdotal.
He said not enough research was
being done to pinpoint some of the
issues. He also believes that the whole

Arthur O’Bryan with sons Dougal, 2, and Paddy, 4.

character of Westernport was changed
when the Koo-wee-rup swamp was
drained in the late 19th and the first
half of the 20th century.
Now Arthur, while taking a keen
interest in what happens to our bays
and all the oceans, has “lost the urge”
for the fight.
But he maintains strong opinions
on man’s role in destroying our planet.
“Humanity isn’t learning from
its mistakes. We sit in one of the
most affluent countries in the world,
the most liveable, yet we don’t have
a consciousness for anything but
ourselves,” he said.
Maybe he should wear a t-shirt with
that message: ‘Humanity isn’t learning
from its mistakes’.
TONY DUBOUDIN

Rabbiting
Our farm in the dry country of the
Goulburn Valley grew excellent grain
crops and good grass for sheep and
rabbits. Dad encouraged us to catch
rabbits as six to eight rabbits ate as
much grass as a sheep. How to catch
rabbits was the issue. Our maternal
grandfather had suggested to us small
boys that lambs were easier to catch if
we put salt on their tails. His credibility
was soon tested and diminished. That
wouldn’t work for rabbits!
Rabbits were everywhere! Walking
in some paddocks at dusk it seemed
the earth moved. You saw rabbit
heads raised surveying us before they
ducked into their burrows. We learnt to
extract rabbits from hollow logs with
a long piece of wire. Winding the wire
it would wrap into their fur and you
could pull them out of the hollow log.
Catching, killing, skinning and preparing
the rabbit meat had some gruesome
aspects. It was all part of living and
having enough to eat. ‘Underground
mutton’ was part of our menu. We
needed sheep products to pay for other
things. The wool and skin buyers paid
us threepence (ten cents) for four skins,

but were fussy about how carefully
we had skun the rabbit, stretched the
skin and cleaned it of meat and fat.
Young skins or those with black bruised
patches were rejected. We used a large
U-shape of strong wire to stretch the
skin while it dried.
Trapping rabbits increased our
workload and pocket-money income,
but it involved twice-daily walks around
our trap sites to remove rabbits and
reset the traps. OK for weekends but
difficult during school days to maintain
that schedule.
Ferrets became our preferred means
of rabbit hunting. We began with a
team of two ferrets and caring for them
was interesting. Mum insisted they live
outside as she thought they would be
smelly. We built a cage for them in one
of the sheds. They were impeccable in
their grooming and used only one part
of their cage for toileting. They ate
bread and milk and some meat, always
‘just enough’. Too well-fed meant they
would sleep and not chase rabbits; too
hungry they would kill a rabbit, gorge,
then sleep for a day.
It was hard work to dig out a rabbit
burrow until you found the sleeping
ferret. That cheeky ferret would wake
and look at you as if to say, “What took
you so long?” The ferret’s job was to
force the rabbits to exit that burrow
quickly. We covered each exit hole of
the burrow with a string net which had
a drawstring around the edge anchored
to a peg in the ground. Once a ferret
was in a burrow we had to be quick to
retrieve rabbits from the nets, kill them
fast with a whack on the head and reset
those nets to catch following rabbits.
Our dogs were rarely quick enough to
catch a fleeing rabbit. We increased our
stock of nets by learning to weave them
from string meant for sewing wheat
bags.
Our best-ever weekend of ferreting
netted us 77 rabbits! It was a huge
task to skin and prepare the bodies
suitable for cooking. Fairley’s Store in
Shepparton was keen to buy suitable
rabbit bodies at one shilling and

threepence per pair of rabbits (equal to
12.5 cents). It doesn’t seem much now
but in the late 1940s a day’s wage for
farm work was around 20–30 shillings.
But 70 rabbits took us forever and not
all of them got top price. I think we
put that money towards more Meccano.
Some weekends our rabbiting efforts
were confused by the arrival of Don
who offered to help us. Don worked on
a nearby farm and he really came to see
Dulcie who was Mum’s home helper.
I guess they were only older teenagers
themselves. They were no help at all
with either ferrets or rabbits; only
wanted to chase each other around on
top of the rabbit burrow. I guess it was
all in a good cause as they eventually
married! We cheeky kids teased Dulcie
all week between Don’s visits at the
weekend.
The summer of 1953 we had a flood
following about 80mm of rain. Most
clever rabbits built their burrows on the
little hillocks but there was plenty of
water lying around the paddocks. We
dug shallow drains to the burrows and
flooded them in a determined effort
to reduce the rabbit population. Each
rabbit created a bow wave ahead of
itself and we waited with nets set at the
entrances. Wet rabbits were slower and
escapees were easily caught by the dogs.
Some rabbits survived our best
efforts and were kept in check by rabbitcontrol diseases such as myxamatosis
and calici virus. My rabbiting days
ended with my move to Melbourne
for further study in early 1956. Rabbits
still live on the farm, but are not nearly
as prolific.
KEVIN CLOSE
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When the
Blues trained
by the Topsy sea
Arthur O’Bryan is a Somers resident, Total
Footy Tragic and family friend of the late
Carlton luminary Jack Wrout. Recently,
Arthur felt compelled to put pen to paper
and recount a little of what life was like for
Carlton players in the summers of the late
1960s/early’70s, at the Wrouts’ magical
retreat down the road on Balnarring Beach.
In the modern-day AFL, clubs
continually search for a competitive
edge. High-altitude training, first used
by Collingwood Football Club a few
years ago when training shifted from
Olympic Park to Camp Arizona, has
now become a mantra for all Victorian
teams looking for that extra degree of
aerobic fitness. As the Carlton Football
Club jets off to exotic Qatar, one can
reflect on the days when players would
run the sands of Balnarring Beach
rather than the Saudi desert.
Jack Wrout was a Carlton legend.
From 1936 to 1944 he played 130
games and booted 266 goals wearing
the number 28 guernsey. Records
indicate he was one of the best players
in Carlton’s 1938 flag win, kicking
four goals from centre half-forward.
Wrout’s career ended with a leg injury
but later in life he served the club in
a number of administrative roles –
firstly as a committeeman and later
as a legendary chairman of selectors.
In 1978, after more than 30 years of
service to the club, he resigned from the
committee due to ill-health. So revered
was Jack as Chairman of Selectors that
during periods of illness, when he was
hospitalised, the match committee
would bring in the playing list for his
final approval before it was posted.
Now the Wrout family’s little
weatherboard holiday home ‘Topsy’
on Balnarring Beach is undergoing
renovations. This point would be of
little consequence except Topsy is

where Jack Wrout invited many famous
Carlton players to stay with his family
and train during pre-seasons including
premiership years 1968, 1970 and 1972.
The Balnarring beach hideaway earned
its moniker from Jack’s oldest daughter
Nancy, who as a child inherited the
nickname ‘Topsy’ on account of her
curly hair. Jack’s son John Wrout is now
in the throes of renovating Topsy where
the Carlton boys trained and where,
from every window, you get a glimpse
of Western Port Bay. Like his father,
John is a bighearted Blue who loves
to entertain. When he’s not launching
his boat into the rolling swells of Bass
Strait or entertaining guests with giant
crayfish caught off his Flinders Island
property and cooked alfresco on the
beach outside his house, he can be seen
piloting a phantom ultra-light plane
visiting the sprawling properties and
wineries of the southern Peninsula.
John vividly recalls growing up as the
son of a Carlton legend.
“Dad loved getting the boys down
here to train – ‘Jezza’, ‘Big Nick’,
‘Sergio’, ‘Wallsy’ – they were all up for
it. They’d arrive for the weekend and

stay out back in the games room (a
corrugated-iron army hut left there after
the war) that was their base. They’d be
up before dawn beach-running, oceanswimming, surfing, lots of circuit work
and plenty of push-ups.”
John points to the floorboards in
the front room of the house where
little indentations formed after years
of players banging down countless
push ups on the Huon-pine boards.
“They’d train all day and then Jack
would fire up the barbie – they’d be up
pretty late, it was fantastic,” he recalls.
John also reflects on when the players
were allowed some recreation time.
“Dad had me in charge of the ski
boat, the intention being to teach the
boys how to ski. I can still remember
the day Sergio Silvagni drank almost the
entire contents of Western Port Bay.
He was strapped into Dad’s skis but
just couldn’t get up. He was so bloody
strong that even though he was four feet
under water he still held on – incredible.
Eventually he broke the bindings on
the skis but he never let go,” he said.
Some wonderful moments are etched
in his memory, like the two times

Coach Ron Barassi with Jack Wrout to his right.
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Barassi announced the teams at the
house. John recalls: “All the players
were gathered and Barassi read each
of their names out, it was great. I’m
pretty sure one of those years was
1970.” They were pretty special times.
Balnarring Beach is a long way from the
ASPIRE Academy for Sport Excellence,
where the Carlton team have found
themselves based in the capital of
Qatar but the commitment to get the
players to an optimum fitness level was
as important in Jack Wrout’s era as it
is today.
“There wasn’t a lot of sports science
back then,” says John. “Dad wanted the
Blues winning flags, so he tried to make
sure the boys were properly prepared
for the season. They trained really hard,
flat out in fact, but when they were done
they’d stop for a barbecue and a couple
of quite beers out on the deck.” That
was the way it was back then. It’s hard
to imagine players enjoying a beverage
after training with the highly restrictive
alcohol laws of Qatar but in those days
a beer was reward for hard yards. How
times have changed.
ARTHUR O’BRYAN

The legendary Jack Wrout.
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Whimsical War Story 14:

Everyday life in the
Pacific in wartime
(part 2)
Entertainment when off-duty was largely
self-designed. There were occasional
picture shows at neighbouring camps;
our unit had a library of some 120
books, which didn’t go a long way
toward satisfying our literary needs.
Newspapers occasionally appeared,
with intriguing and difficult-to-believe
war stories. Some of the best emanated
from UK and Europe, where no-one
seemed to be aware of the Pacific
conflict, but were most excitingly about
bombing and air raids. Occasionally we
encountered foreign-language papers,
but linguists were a little scarce, even
for Dutch words, and the ideographic
language used in some parts was quite
impossible. We had to imagine the
stories from the pictures and our own
interpretation of the strange headlines.
With a friend, I acted as turntable
spinner on the mess-hall amplifier
system when a rare package of records
turned up. Not all our audience
approved Beethoven and Bach, but
in the absence of alternatives, many
became interested in the musical treats
available. One disadvantage was that
the needles we used had been used
many times before and added some
unusual sounds to the orchestra. A new
shipment of gramophone needles was

most welcome until we found that they
were very rusty and produced unwanted
additions to the music and didn’t do a
lot of good to the records.
In the evening, there was always
the two-up, or ‘swy’ school. (This term
is thought to be derived from the German
‘zwei’, meaning ‘two’.)
Jack, one of our cooks, also ran
the camp two-up school (the boxer).
In theory, this activity was illegal, but
as in most areas away from the laws of
our country, it was a regular event. All
Jack needed was a blanket, a ‘kip’ and
three pennies. A kip is a flat piece of
wood, 6” x 3”, designed to carry two or
three pennies to be tossed into the air
without preference to the fall of either
missile. Jack was the owner of these
desirable pieces of equipment. Three
pennies are used for a ‘sudden death’
result, while tossing two can result in
repeated stalemates (‘odding’).
Traditionally, the pennies were
pre-1914, for some esoteric reason;
possibly because they were imagined
to be ‘better balanced’. This seemed
a bit fanciful, because it was usual to
paint a white cross on the ‘heads’ side,
for easier recognition after dark.
He also had a couple of helpers
(always big, muscular fellows) who he
paid for the job of keeping order and
overseeing the side-bets, which were
often greater than the ‘centre’. Such
activity was quite keen and noisy, until
the cry “Come in, spinner”, when all
side-action ceased.
Since Jack had, unfortunately,

something of a major problem with
the grog, the two-up school sometimes
developed into chaos; and more
importantly for most of us, breakfast
the next day tended to be of doubtful
quality, such as boiling hot or freezing
cold porridge, and anything barely
cooked if at all.
The Americans had a popular game
called ‘craps’, in which dice are shaken
and hurled against a wall, endeavouring
to produce numbers in accordance with
the rules of the game – which very few
Australians understood or wished to.
There were always card games
available, ranging from Bridge for the
intelligentsia, to solo, euchre (which
seems now to be extinct) and the many
varieties of poker. Packs of cards were
sometimes a little difficult to find; the
commonly used ones became dog-eared
and greasy, with the values recognisable
from the back. The privately owned ones
could be a little dicey, being more easily
read by their owners than other players.
The ‘Salvos’, bless them, issued packs of
cards with little labels on the container
warning of the horrors of gambling.
I was the proud owner of a
beautifully carved wooden chess set,
given to me by a native family on Biak,
from whose two children I had (quite
against regulations) taken blood samples
for malaria diagnosis. The kids didn’t
have the disease, but in spite of my
explanations, their father was under
the firm impression that I had cured
them of it. I used the chess set for
several months, but it was then stolen,
probably because it had some intrinsic
or saleable value as a native carving.
On the whole, we had very little
theft in the unit – probably it would
have been hard to keep a secret among
people living so close together. However
in a staging camp, just before I was
shipped home, there was less likelihood
of detection because of the constantly
changing population and all my money
was stolen; a very depressing occurrence
when one was used to comradely
confidence.
More physical pastimes abounded.

Volleyball was popular among the fit
and muscular, but in the heat of the day
was exhausting. Various kinds of water
games involving a net and a basketball
were good if the available beach
was free of damaging fauna such as
Portuguese Man-o-war, a jellyfish with
extremely dangerous poisoned tentacles
which stretch three or four feet behind
them. We received a patient who had
swum through them and he was flown
home in the fastest aircraft; we never
heard his fate, but our diagnostician
wasn’t confident.
I built a canoe from flexible canes,
covered by discarded tent-fly canvas. (A
photograph survives.) It was very light
and propelled by a two-ended paddle
could transport me around the reefs
safe from jellyfish and other dangers.
I absent-mindedly paddled a long way
from shore on one occasion and was

‘bailed-up’ by a patrol boat, whose
heavily armed crew suspected that I was
an ‘unfriendly’ and fired in my direction
a terrifying warning burst from their
mounted 0.5-inch heavy machine gun.
There was some reason for their action,
because I was attired in a parachute
silk ‘lap-lap’ and a very dark suntan,
enhanced by the bright yellow of the
daily dose of atebrine anti-malarial
medicine. Fortunately I was wearing my
dog-tags and a hat, fur-felt, so they let
me off with a dire warning; apparently
there had been reports of lost enemy
soldiers in small boats trying to find
their way out of the war.
The old saw that war is 95%
boredom is to some extent true; but
many of us found ways of overcoming
tedium without breaking too many rules
or giving aid and comfort to the enemy.
‘TEX’

That Tuesday

sadness engulfed this place when known
it was Heather and David Churcher.
In May 2010 in these pages we
wished them well on their sailing
around the world. They were doing
what many vicariously longed to do.
Back for a break, that journey ended, too
soon. Justice, fairness, right, are fleeting
wavering concepts, just like now. Now
is for us to fully enjoy and appreciate,
as they did. Thanks H & D.
TEDD WARDEN

... in Flinders was bright and clear.
With the light offshore breeze the sea
was a vivid blue carpet to the horizon.
The cyclists enjoyed that aspect from
the hang-glider launch pad beside sixth
green where a four from Somers had
just putted through. They took off, too
quick to catch.
That night’s news told of a truck
avoiding a dog skewing across the road
into that tandem, fatally. A sick empty
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Spread the hand prints
out so they fit all
around the paper plate.
Let the glue dry.
As a finishing touch,
draw or paint a face on
your sun. Now you
can hang it up, or even
attach it to a paddle
pop stick and use it as
a puppet!
About.Com Family Craft

Connect the Dots and Colour In

Method: Start out by
painting or colouring the
paper plate yellow. This
will be the sun’s face.
Trace 6 hand prints onto
yellow or orange construction paper. Cut them out.
Put a little bit of glue on
the bottom edge of the
palm of each hand print
HAPPY SUN
and press them onto the
CRAFT
Materials: Paper plate, edge of the non-painted
construction paper, cray- side of the paper plate.
ons/markers/paint, craft
glue and scissors.

Mr Sun Lyrics
Oh Mister Sun, Sun,
Mister Golden Sun,
Please shine down on me
Oh Mister Sun, Sun,
Mister Golden Sun,
Hiding behind a tree...
These little children
Are asking you
To please come out
So we can play with you
Oh Mister Sun, Sun,
Mister Golden Sun,
Please shine down on me!
Oh Mister Sun, Sun,
Mister Golden Sun,
Please shine down on me
Oh Mister Sun, Sun,
Mister Golden Sun,
Hiding behind a tree...
These little children
Are asking you
To please come out
So we can play with you
Oh Mister Sun, Sun,
Mister Golden Sun,
Please shine down on...
Please shine down on...
Please shine down on me!
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DLTK Craft for Kids

RECYCLING THINGS FROM NATURE

Nature Sun Catcher Craft
Materials:

Nature Finds from your walk
Wax Paper
Old Crayons
Craft Foam or Construction Paper
Ribbon
Scissors
Cheese Grater
Iron and Ironing Board
Dish Towel
Hole Puncher

While the wax paper
sun catcher cools,
create a frame using
craft foam.

Fruit wands
PARENT
ASSISTANCE
REQUIRED

Method:

Go for a family walk and gather
small, 'flat' items such as leaves
of different shapes and colours, grass,
small flowers etc.
Cut out two matching pieces of wax
paper for each sun catcher you want
to make. Cut out whatever shapes you
want e.g. circles, squares, ovals, or you
can even make leaf shapes or flower
shapes.

Finally, punch a hole in
the top of the sun catcher and thread a piece of
ribbon through it. Tie the
ends of the ribbon together to hang the sun
catcher.

Lay down one piece of wax paper on your ironing
board. Have your child arrange their nature finds
however they want on top of the wax paper. Make
sure the outside edge is kept clear! To add a little
colour, grate the crayons and let your child sprinkle
them onto the wax paper.

Lay the second piece of wax paper on top so that
the nature finds are sandwiched between the two
pieces of wax paper. Set the iron to medium heat.
Carefully lay the dish towel over the wax paper.
Press with the iron, do not slide the iron back and
forth, until the two pieces of wax paper are fused
together.

1/2 seedless watermelon, peeled, cut into
1cm-thick slices
1/2 honeydew melon,
seeded, peeled, cut
into 1cm-thick slices
1/2 rockmelon, seeded, peeled, cut into 1
cm-thick slices
Bamboo skewers
1. Use 3cm and 4cmdiameter flower, heart
and star-shaped pastry
cutters to cut shapes
from watermelon. Repeat with honeydew
melon and rockmelon.
2. Thread shapes on
to skewers, using one
of each melon type
per skewer.
Tip: As a variation to
the fruit shapes, cut
carrots into very thin
strips and cut out with
number or alphabet
shapes. Serve with celery batons and cheese
spread.
www.homelife.com.au
Photography: Scott Hawkins Styling: Amber Keller
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Humans have a problem
and it is not global warming
Patrick Cusick (Nautilus, Vol. 8, Issue
3, p. 15) is correct that there is a
massive pollution problem caused by
humans. However burning of fossil
fuels is a minor part compared with
run-off of fertilizer, sewage, effluent
from factories, dumping of unwanted
fish by-catch, dust from tyre wear and
particulates generated from transport
vehicles and power stations to mention
a few. Carbon dioxide gas is not an
atmospheric pollutant. The amount
of CO2 in the atmosphere has little
to do with fuel burning but depends
largely on the temperature of the upper
ocean waters. See Lance Endersby’s
paper : http:icecap.us/uploads/
Globalclimatechangehasnaturalcauses.
pdf
Measurements of CO2 levels made
during the 19th and 20th centuries by
chemical means up to the 1950s indicate
that during the 1930–1940 period the
CO2 levels reached at least as high as
now. (Refer to www.realCO2.de)
These CO 2 measurements have
been totally disregarded by the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC). They have taken the
proxy for CO2 levels before 1960 from
ice cores in the Antarctic. For physical
reasons these figures cannot be taken
seriously – they are a joke.
Yes Kevin it is a false scare. (See
end of article by Kevin Close, Nautilus,
Vol. 8, Issue 4, pp.26-27.) Regarding the
options for energy sources Kevin you
totally omitted nuclear power. Electricity
generated by nuclear fission has been
by far the safest way of electricity
generation. About 50 people died as a
result of radiation in the worst nuclear
power disaster to date at Chernobyl.
Of course many people died from
deprivation because they were forced to
move, quite unnecessarily, from the area
of the fallout of radioactivity. People
are now being moved back into that
18

fertile area. The same stupid exclusion
from the Fukushima area in Japan may
have equally bad consequences if the
local politicians do not pay heed to the
Chernobyl experience.
We have always lived with
radioactivity and some radioactivity is
essential for good health. For some
ailments radioactivity is the best cure;
this is presently being denied on the
deliberate fiction that any level of
radioactivity is bad.
One of Kevin’s preferred options
was use of biomass. Certainly some
waste biomass can be usefully employed
to generate power, but to use food grains
for making fuel alcohol is obscene. As
soon as it was decided to use corn (maize)
for making fuel alcohol about five years
ago the price of food maize jumped –
about 40% from memory. Since then
large forest areas in Kalimantan have
been cleared for palm-oil plantations.
Will there be any Orang Utans living
in 50 years’ time?
In a world where natural disasters,
such as the recent floods and droughts,
can greatly reduce food production is
it ethical to use land suitable for food
to grow ‘energy’ crops? We are now
seeing cases of land being taken away,
often by big combines or other nations,
from local people who become totally
dispossessed.
Large areas of forest in sub-Saharan
Africa are being cleared to make the
local cooking fuel charcoal. It would be
much more preferable to use the local
oil, natural gas and coal resources of
these countries to generate electricity for
cooking and lighting and refrigeration.
The CO2 pollution myth is being used
to deny this action to those people
because they are being told that this
would add CO2 to the atmosphere.
This is a deliberate policy by the ‘first
world’ nations that wish to reserve the
African resources for their own use.

This includes Australia while we pursue
present policies.
Reduction of fossil fuels is of course
urgent and essential. The resources are
limited and are rapidly being depleted.
We must also save something for future
generations.
In the late 1940s we already knew
there was a looming problem and
saw the sudden possibility of nuclear
power generation as an unexpected
solution to the source of future power.
Unfortunately the threat of the atom
bomb resulted in the myth being sold
to the public that the ‘depleted’ uranium
was just dangerous waste with expensive
disposal costs. The reality is that it is
possible to use up all the uranium, giving
a 40-fold gain of energy and, if thorium
is also included to give at least as much
again, it changes the picture completely.
There is enough metal for Earth’s power
needs for hundreds of years. Having a
reliable energy source for all would mean
that people no longer need to rear large
families. This is the only proven way to
keep the population of the world from
exceeding its ability to provide enough
for all. I hope the message gets through
to our leaders before it is too late.
HENRY BROADBENT

2011 Somers
School concert
The Grand Finale of the school year was
very grand indeed. To stand on the stage
at the rear of the ‘old school building’
and look across at the large numbers in
attendance brought to mind the1960s
when students and parents all fitted
comfortably into one classroom for
the Christmas concert. As there are 170
children at the school, one could estimate
an attendance of 300–400 siblings,
parents and grandparents responding
to the children’s performances.
One outstanding highlight was by
Prep 1 student Annika, who during the
singing of ‘Silent Night’ by fellow Prep
1 students, stood out front and signed in
Auslan for the hearing impaired.
An Auslan learning program was
offered to the school mid-way through
the year and proved to be so popular
with parents and pupils that a limit of
20 students was set. The instructor
Lesley Harding, an Integration Aide at
the school, would teach the children
during their lunch hour one day a week.
Parents first saw a display of their skills
at a morning assembly several weeks ago
when the children used the music and
words of John Lennon’s ‘Imagine’ to
illustrate their newfound skills.
ROD NUSKE

Halloween – what
is it about?
Coming from a generation who have
brought up their children without
Halloween I have often wondered why
we celebrate this occasion. After all it
is an American thing.
Why do we do it?
So on the eve of Halloween, totally
unaware of the significance of the date,
I was reminded of the occasion by the
fact that the check-out operators at the
supermarket all wore witch hats, thereby
giving me a clue. A quick rush back to
the shelves to get some sweets, just in
case, saved me much embarrassment
later in the day.
That evening we were visited by
several groups of neighbourhood
children and came to appreciate the
fun of Halloween. All the children had
taken great care in looking the part and
arrived asking “Trick or treat?” full of
anticipation for what we might have.
Parents or older siblings hovered nearby
also dressed for the occasion, even if
some were a little embarrassed. There
was a great sense of fun and adventure
in what they were doing and we thought
it wonderful to see the mums and dads
out with their kids.

We really enjoyed meeting some of
the young families that live in Somers,
families we would not normally get to
meet.
So maybe Halloween isn’t so bad
after all.
MARG TILLEARD

From Wikipedia . . .
“Hallowe’en (a shortening of All
Hallows’ Evening), also known as
Halloween or All Hallows’ Eve, is a
yearly holiday observed around the
world on October 31, the night before
All Saints’ Day.
“Much like Day of the Dead
celebrations, the Christian feast of All
Hallows’ Eve, according to some scholars,
incorporates traditions from pagan
harvest festivals and festivals honouring
the dead, particularly the Celtic Samhain;
other scholars maintain that the feast
originated entirely independently of
Samhain. Typical festive Halloween
activities include trick-or-treating (also
known as ‘guising’), attending costume
parties, carving jack-o’-lanterns, lighting
bonfires, apple bobbing, visiting haunted
attractions, playing pranks, telling scary
stories, watching horror films, as well as
the religious observances of praying,
fasting and attending vigils or church
services.”
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London at war
Reading my sister Eileen’s poems*, sent
my mind back 70 years when I was
11 years old, to the outbreak of the
Second World War, when Eileen’s high
school, including teachers, pupils and
their siblings were sent to the safety of
England’s south coast.
Eileen and I shared many adventures
in the two years we were away from
London. The one that stands out in
my memory, however, is when we
decided to go back for a break during
the summer holidays in July 1941. My
mother, newly widowed, was lonely for
her girls and had sent the money for the
coach fare, week by week, out of her
meager widow’s pension.
The journey seemed to be everlasting
but at long last we arrived in London
and there were my mother and elder
sister waiting for us with outstretched
arms. Many were the hugs and kisses,
but then my mother said with a worried
look that we had better get home before
the air raids started.
Our house looked even smaller than
I remembered, but we swarmed all over
it, rediscovering every secret nook and
cranny. Just one missing thing marred
our joy at being home – the dark empty
space where my father should have been.
The long journey and contrasting
emotions exhausted both of us and we
were glad to sink into bed and straight
to sleep. However, not for long.
Too soon I was awoken by the
melancholy sound of the air-raid
siren and I lay in bed listening until it
gradually died away. Nothing happened
for some time and I relaxed, feeling safe
and comfortable now that I was back
home again, little knowing what was in
store for me.
Before I could go back to my lovely
deep sleep, I heard from the distance
the sound of rappings and short sharp
pop-pop-pops, coming closer and closer.
I leapt out of bed and rushed to my
mother’s room, sliding down beside
her and pulling the bedclothes over my
20

head. “It’s only the guns far away, trying
to shoot down the planes before they
reach London,” comforted my mother.
The sounds came closer and closer,
now intermingled with the deep brrm
brrm of the Messerschmidt bombers.
Then the big guns in Hyde Park entered
the fray with their deep and resonant
wmmmm, wmmmm.
Amidst all this chaos a terrifying new
sound made itself heard – the shrieking
whine and explosion of the first bomb.
Every sound and explosion caused me
to jump and shake with fright.
Dawn came at last and the all-clear
sounded, high and sweet. We all rushed
outside into the middle of the street and
took stock. On every side we could see
the red reflection of fires raging. We
seemed to be in a small oasis in a sea
of fire, fortunately for us, too far away
to be a threat.
The next night my mother took
us down into the underground where
the authorities had provided rows of
benches along the sides of the platforms,
for people to lay their mattresses on.
Of course, the place was teeming with
people of all descriptions.
An old woman who was lying close
to us slept all night with her eyes wide
open – rather weird, I thought. That
night we could still hear the bombs and
guns, but it was muffled and far away
and Eileen and I were so exhausted we
managed to sleep. After a few nights
sleeping in the underground, we all hated
it so much that we decided it would be
better to brave it out in our own familiar
surroundings and in our own beds.
Too soon the time came for us to
leave our mother and sister and return
to our country billets. Secretly, and with
shame, I couldn’t help feeling relieved to
be speeding away from all that noise and
chaos, even though it meant leaving my
family to live in such a dangerous place.
Eileen and I returned to London
in 1942 when London’s war had
abated somewhat. Our little street in
Marylebone was spared but the building
where we had our Sunday School was
bombed out. In 1944 Hitler found a new

way to punish us with his Doodlebugs
and V2s. I spent the last term in my
Polytechnic trying to study in the dingy
basement of the school – but that is
another story.
*Nautilus Vol.8, Issue 3, Eileen Ansell:
‘On Alzheimers’ and in this issue, ‘On
being a great-granny’.
BETTY BROADBENT

Maureen and the
Reach Foundation
This is a letter from Maureen Bell, who is a
Teacher’s Aide at Somers Primary School, to
her friends and associates at the school. It will
be intriguing to have Maureen write an article
on her return to see just how well everyone
copes with this adventure.
“Hello everyone,
I will be taking long-service leave all
of December. Due to my volunteer
work with the Reach Foundation, I was
asked to volunteer for World Challenge
on a three-week journey. Seventeen
secondary students, from Willetton
Senior High, WA (who pay their own
way) and three adults trek in developing
countries and do community work. At
the airport, the kids are given all the
money to last all of us three weeks.
The students have been planning this
for nearly two years. They chose our
itinerary and they are in charge of
booking accommodation, transport
and the budget. We are allocated $5 per
day for food, so have to eat from street
stalls. We trek in places like Erawan
and Khao National Parks as well as the
Hellfire Pass, immortalised in the 1957
film The Bridge on the River Kwai, all of
which are in Thailand. We sleep in tents
in the jungle.
We will catch the overnight train to
Laos where we spend five days building
a school in Luang Prabang. We will visit
Ko Chang and Ko Samet. We will live
with the locals during our project work.
I am really looking forward to

meeting my fellow travellers and to
the adventures we will share. I haven’t
trekked with a full pack for many years.
That part of the experience poses a real
challenge for me. Our accommodation
is also on a tight budget, so we’ll be
roughing it to say the least. I have not
travelled in either country and I do not
know a single person I will be travelling
with, so, along with the humidity, rain
etc. it means I am really stepping out of
my comfort zone. As an adult, I realise
the benefits this brings and I know I will
bring home a lifetime of memories and
firm friendships.
I would also like to take this
opportunity to publicly wish all those
beautiful grade 6 people a wonderful
graduation and am so sorry I won’t see
you all dressed up. Good luck next year
in your prospective schools. Don’t forget
to pop back and say ‘hello’. The best
advice is ‘Always be true to yourself!
Don’t be swayed by popular opinion if
it’s not what you truly believe!’
Have a happy and safe Christmas
and keep smiling.
MAUREEN BELL”

Richard Jagger
opens Somers YC
season
Somers Yacht Club’s 2011–12 season
got off to a gentle start followed by
a cocktail party where Richard Jagger,
author and the Commodore of Merricks
Yacht club, officially launched the new
season.
In his speech Richard said everyone
recognised the friendly rivalry between
yacht clubs on Westernport, which
was well illustrated by the Westernport
Challenge. He also emphasised the strong
community feeling and camaraderie
among the clubs, something he pointed
out that did not exist on Port Philip.
“We are all members of a unique
body called Yachting Westernport,
which, as the name suggests, is a forum
that enables us to review and coordinate
our yachting activities around the bay,”
he said.
“Port Phillip doesn’t have this.
Neither does Sydney Harbour. This
body allows us to get to know other
like-minded people in other parts of the

bay and address issues that are important
to us all. From that we get to respect
those people and their clubs and this
leads to cooperation, enhanced sailing
and friendship,” Richard said.
He also pointed out that the
Westernport clubs shared interclub
training.
“The Opti program, run out of
Westernport, was the first of its kind in
Australia. We have had an introductionto-racing program involving one of
Victoria’s top coaches and we are
planning to arrange a women’s sailing
course as well,” he said.
“All this means we get to know more
people who share similar philosophies
and passions as we do. I love the fact
that I can walk into a club house or yard
at any one of our clubs and I’m likely
to run into someone I know through
racing, training, cruising, meetings or
just having met at the bar. And I think
I’m richer for that,” Richard said.
Earlier on the water 28 boats
competed in all divisions and a fickle
breeze ranging anywhere from three
knots to just over 10 which was probably
a good thing as skills and equipment
were both a bit rusty after the winter.
TONY DUBOUDIN

On being a
great-granny
I’m to be a great-granny,
I quail at the news
from the coming child’s
grandad to be.
When in my mind’s eye
I can see perfectly
the grandfather to be
at three.
The baby’s a girl,
from the miracle of
modern day’s discoveries.
What will she be like?
Who will she look like?
What will her world be like
when she’s as old as me?
Eileen Ansell
(Sister of Betty Broadbent,
Somers resident)

Commodores Mal Otto of Somers and Richard Jagger of Merricks just before Richard
formally declared the opening of the Somers sailing season.
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New commodore
for Somers
Yacht Club
A new season, a new commodore and
the first race for the season in what could
be described as rather gentle conditions
where seeking the wind was the order
of the day. The evening cocktail party
probably made up for this with Mal Otto
newly installed as the new commodore.
Merricks Yacht Club commodore
Richard Jagger formally opened season
2011/2012. The year 2012 is a special
one for the Somers club as it will be 50
years since it first began. In his address
Richard referred to the friendly rivalry
and camaraderie existing between the
Western Port clubs that is not so evident
in clubs on Port Phillip.
Commodore Malcolm has been a
member of the club since 1965 and
started sailing with his two brothers in
a Moth, a craft designed to be sailed by
a crew of one. Having learnt to get on
together in cramped conditions Mal and
brother Greg then sailed on a Manta
catamaran built by their father Deane.
This was followed by a large monohull,

The invasion of
Melbourne

a Flying Dutchman, then a bit of wind
surfing and time out to get married to
Diane.
As their children grew it was time to
teach them to sail in Mirrors. Something
faster followed with a Pacer then a Laser
2 followed by the faster Fireball with an
entry in the 98ft Fireball World Titles
in Frankston. A Tornado became the
latest interest in 2002 and then down to
a Mosquito and finally (for the moment)
a Taser. It certainly can’t be said that Mal
is not an experienced sailor or someone
who is averse to trying out many of the
boat classes that exist in abundance!
ROD NUSKE

Chris and Cheryl Gurney leading Mal Otto and Toby Ottaway around the gybe mark on the
Opening Day Regatta. The Tasers they sail are becoming the preferred monohull for a crew of two.
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In The Illustrated Australian News
of 1 December 1893, an illustrated story
was printed of the imagined invasion of
Melbourne by an unnamed enemy. This was
written by well-known Melbourne magistrate
Mr J.A. Panton to provide a basis for a
series of drawings done by a 15-year-old youth
called Carl Archibald of Warrnambool,
which portrayed such a calamitous event.
Panton, as with others in Melbourne, wished
to draw the public’s and the government’s
attention to what they considered weaknesses
in Victoria’s defences. This story struck a
chord with the people of Melbourne as for
the previous 40 years there had been great
anxiety about the possibility of the Russians
embarking on such an invasion. A fuller
explanation of this can be found in Nautilus
Vol. 8, issue 3 (July-August 2011), p.32 in
the article ‘Victoria’s Navy in the 1800s’.

“An attack on Melbourne
“The enemy having been reported on
the coast, the admiral of the Australian
Squadron has put to sea to engage
with them. Telegraph wires at Wilson’s
Promontory and Cape Howe have
meanwhile been cut, and an incoming
steamer reports at the heads that the
enemy had been seen in force in the
vicinity of the Flinders group. This
news following the severance of the
telegraph lines intensifies the anxiety in
Melbourne. News from the telegraphist
at Flinders states that the hostile fleet
is seen approaching the heads.
“They make a feint of entering
Western Port, but haul off again,
and two of their fast cruisers make
westward. A Melbourne steamer has
just cleared the Heads when these are
sighted, which causes those on board
to return to port as fast as they can.
“In the interim the main body of
the hostile fleet has entered Western
Port and taken up a position between

Cowes and Sandy Point, from which
position they shell the batteries on
Stony Point. Sandy Point lies between
the vessels and the battery, so the
guns cannot be brought to bear on
the attackers.
“This necessitates the concentration
of the defences at Langwarrin, with the
exception of the necessary garrisons
at the Heads.
“A landing is effected under cover
of the firing. The invaders are repulsed
by the militia aided by the rangers, while
the stragglers are pursued by mounted
infantry. The ships having been
regained, take up a position off Cowes,
and commence shelling the settlement.
Scouts now bring information to
headquarters that additional ships have
been observed outside Western Port
Bay. These rendezvous off Puebla so
more mounted infantry are dispatched
to await them. The landing though is
effected without opposition, and the
spot is made the base for offensive
operations.
“The telegraph office and railway
station at Geelong having been seized,
the main body of invaders enter
Geelong about daylight and obtain
complete possession of the town. A
detachment proceeds to Queenscliff by
train. By leaving the carriages at a point
before reaching the station, the Crow
Nest Fort is surprised and captured
without the firing of a single shot.
Two trains which had additional troops
and artillery which attack in the flank,
breech the screen wall, and after a stiff
resistance capture the fortifications.
The commandant of the Naval
Forces, who is in the neighbourhood
of Dromana, hearing the firing, and
being unable to understand it, sends
a launch to ascertain its cause. She is
fired on and sunk. The commandant
now taking in the situation, heads for
Queenscliff, via the West Channel,
as he fears the mines in the other
approaches are under control of the
enemy. Overnight information is gained
of the capture of the cliff and the
strength of the enemy.

“The naval Brigade are despatched
to Drysdale to effect a landing and cut
off the enemy’s line of communication.
Word is conveyed to Langwarrin,
from whence the Mounted Rifles and
Rupertswood Battery are conveyed to
Lara, where they detrain and following
the valley of the Moorabool, succeed in
entrenching in the rear of the invaders
between Bream Creek and Geelong.
The main body of troops follow by
rail from Langwarrin and approach
Geelong, engaging the enemy in front
on the outskirts.
“The Mounted Rifles and the
Rupertswood Battery having joined
the Naval Brigade, attack from the
rear, and succeed in discomforting the
hostile force. While these operations
have been proceeding the foreign
vessels, after landing men at Peubla,
have steamed to Flinders, and there
disembarked a force strong enough
to attack the Nepean Battery in flank,
and proceed to Balcombe’s Creek to
intercept any troops that might be
sent from Langwarrin to reinforce the
batteries. The main portion of the
attacking force having captured and
demolished the Portsea and Nepean
Batteries, re-embark at Flinders without
being harassed by the colonial forces.
“No resistance can now be
offered to the entrance of the

invading squadron, which proceeds
to Port Melbourne by way of the
West Channel. Here the Cerberus and
gunboats are encountered, but in a few
moments the small fry are sunk, and
the Cerberus, finding the opposition
beyond her capacity to cope with, in
endeavouring to retreat grounds on a
sand bank, and is captured. On the
collapse of the ‘protecting’ fleet, the
victors anchor off Port Melbourne.
“The Pacific Squadron, failing to
sight the enemy, determines to enter
Port Phillip. In passing Queenscliff
the warships are fired on by the forts,
which are in the possession of the
enemy, but as they are not acquainted
with the working of the mines, the
entrance cannot be blocked.
“The invaders with plunder aboard
make for the open sea by the South
Channel; but the Australian Squadron
intercepts them, proves too strong and
captures them. This though satisfactory,
by no means compensates for the
damage done to Melbourne.”
The story made use of existing place names,
but I must admit I am not aware of any
town or area called ‘Peubla’ which Panton
refers to in two parts of his story. Does any
reader know where it might be?
ROD NUSKE

ENEMY LANDING AT SANDY POINT JETTY
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Bangladeshi bus drivers          
As with all things traffic-related in
Bangladesh, there is a definite hierarchy
in existence. It seems to work something
like this:   
The top rung of the ladder is
occupied by those who drive the longhaul, air-conditioned, comparatively
expensive (but still dirt cheap!) coaches.
These buses are generally in good
condition and the bus companies want
them to stay that way, so they assign
drivers who actually try to look after
both passengers and vehicle.
Taken on their own, these buses are
fine and you can feel safe and secure,
but always there is the great unknown of
what else is on the road aiming at you!
The next level is what they refer to
as the ‘highway buses’, driven by those
who are either trying to prove their
credentials and climb to the next rung,
or have fallen from grace. These buses
and drivers are pretty ordinary, with
homicidal tendencies obviously featuring

high in the driver-selection process.
The next grade down would appear
to be the purely local bus drivers away
from the big cities. These guys drive
wrecks that, in Australia or any other
semi-civilised country, would have
been taken off the road years ago and
crushed. The drivers of these vehicles
all must possess:
– long criminal records involving
crimes of violence;
– a strong right leg (for rapid
acceleration);
– a strong right hand (for the horn);
– a personal death-wish;
– no conscience regarding the
welfare of others, both in and around
their death-chariots;
– exposure to rabies or mad-cow
disease a definite advantage.
Neither a driver’s licence nor eyesight
is considered mandatory.
These drivers follow a pattern:
accelerate up to top speed as quickly as

Glenice with the kind Bangladeshi family in Rangamati who rescued our intrepid travellers
Richard and Glenice when they were caught in a tropical downpour. The family, despite their
poverty provided comfort and succour in a time of need. The next day Richard presented the
family with enough money to buy a baby goat as a thank-you gift. The amount was not large
by Australian standards but it meant quite a lot to this family. It seems that showing kindness
and providing a helping hand is a natural response from people in whatever country you may
visit.
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Glenice and Richard outside a wooden
Buddhist Temple in Rangamati, Bangladesh.
Richard said the temple interior was lavish
and ornate and that it sat in a lush garden
setting.
possible, regardless of where they are
and the prevailing conditions; maintain
this speed at all costs; pass as many other
vehicles as is humanly possible; spend
as much time on the wrong side of the
road as they can; and blast the horn at
any and every opportunity. The only
vehicles they give way to (on either
side of the road) are driven by similarly
minded lunatics who ‘out-chicken’ them.
Anything else is fair game – it’s up to
motorbikes, tuk-tuks, rickshaws, cyclists,
pedestrians, goats etc. to find their own
way to avoid them.
The last category is the bus drivers
who drive the local routes in the large
cities such as Dhaka and Chittagong
– these people are not of our ilk. The
only reason they don’t kill and maim
thousands daily is that the traffic
congestion is such that it doesn’t allow
them to reach terminal velocity as often
as they’d like. These guys are demolitionderby/Mad Max/dodgem-car drivers
all cleverly cloned together and put in
charge of large vehicles, all in extremely
clapped-out condition, with the physical,
mental and emotional wellbeing of up

A typical city Bangladeshi bus that has obviously seen better days.
to 120 passengers resting in the sweaty
palms that loosely hold the ‘steeringwheel-of-death’, that generally has
180–270 degrees of play before there’s
any reaction.
While in Bangladesh recently, my
wife and I experienced all four levels of

‘bus-drivership’ and, once the therapy
sessions have concluded we both feel
confident that at some point in the
future the cold sweats and shaking will
stop and we’ll be able to cross a road
again.
RICHARD CARR

Brian’s post

Fiddling around in the front garden
one sunny spring Saturday morning I
heard the sounds that accompany some
in the process of the full arms-in-the-air
yawn and stretch. Looking up I saw it was
Brian standing just outside his front gate.
I strolled over for a chat. We discussed
the lovely day ahead, and the week, and
a host of other simple matters. Finally,
and may I say unsuspecting, I pointed out
my strange discovery to Brian. Perhaps
he may be able to shed some light on
my disturbing mystery. While we were
winter holidaying, the power company had
installed a row of new power poles along
our street. It was quite plain that they were
all intended to be on Brian’s side of the
road but the second pole was on our side.
“Why?” I asked. “I can’t comprehend any
logical reason for it.” I mean I wasn’t over
fussed, more confused. My comments were
met with an ominous silence. Suspicion
began to well; I turned to look at my
friend but he didn’t have to speak. That

My wife and I first met Brian when he
purchased the holiday house across from
us in Alexandra Avenue. Brian was one of
those immediately likeable types of people.
He loved the garden, beach, dinners, lunches,
parties, fun in general. The thing that
caught me first off was his mischievous
boyish grin and sense of humour.
He had some philosophies in those days
that were right up my alley. Even now
I find myself chuckling when I think
of them.
It was late winter when we arrived
home from a few months up north. Next
day after we’d settled back in, I walked
around the garden to see what had been
happening in our absence. The back yard
was fine but in the front yard there was
something different. So different yet
so subliminal I could not pick it. It was
months before I came to realise what it was.

boyish grin and the sparkle in his eye
gave him away. “Confess!” I demanded.
“Well,” said Brian defensively, “I was right
here one morning, just like I am now,
about a year ago, stretching, just like I
was then, when I looked down and there
at my feet was this brand new wooden
stake. About 50 centimetres high it was.
The top was painted pink and it had
a pink ribbon tied around the top. I
looked at it and I thought, ‘I don’t know
what that thing’s doing here but it’s not
staying’ and I put it somewhere else.” I
gave a very cool glance across at the power
pole. “Well how was I to know they were
going to put a ruddy great power pole
there?” he pleaded, still with that grin I
may add. “How do you think I felt when
I came out one Saturday morning and
saw it? How was I going to explain this
away?”
What else could I do but laugh,
tell him he was illegitimate and that
the punishment was that he take us to
lunch? Payment received in full next day.
Sadly, not long after that event Brian
passed away.
A year later I walked out the front to
see a man in a yellow safety coat studying
a map spread out on the bonnet of his
power-company car. He was scratching
his head under his white helmet, looking
up and down the road then at Brian’s
post. “Would you like me to explain?”
I asked.
When I’d finished he called the
linesmen a terrible name. “Want us to
put it back?” he asked as casual as you
like. “No thanks,” I replied. “Leave it
there; it’s a monument to an old friend.”
LINDSAY PULLIN
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How the Games have changed
How things have changed, particularly
in sport or what now passes for sport
but is really a professional circus. Rome,
Colosseum, lions and Christians come
to mind!
Perhaps it is timely with London
about to host the Olympic Games
for the first time since 1948 to recall
that the last truly friendly and amateur
sporting festival was the Melbourne
Olympic Games of 1956. Since then
the Games have grown (degenerated?)
into a professional spectacle tainted by
drug abuse and cheating.
The Melbourne Games seem a long
time ago and a world away from today’s
games with all the multi-billion-dollar
razzamatazz, professionalism, scandal
and security. Melbourne’s Games, by
all accounts, had a folksy intimate feel
now lost.
I was reminiscing with my wife Jill
the other day and she reminded me that
she had attended the 1956 Olympics
with her school. They had been bussed
down from country Victoria to attend
the athletic events at the MCG.
Being that much older and growing

up in London, I recall in 1948 standing
at the end of my road, which was
close to Richmond Park, and seeing
commandeered London Transport
Green Line buses packed with people,
who I was told were Olympic athletes
competing in the Games, on their way
to the former army camp in Richmond
Park where they were being housed in
Nissen huts – who said the British stint
on anything!
I had no idea who they were
and little concept of the Games but
I recall my mother saying that we
should welcome everyone and wave
as they speed past without, I might
add, a police escort or any other sign
of security.
Jill said the thing that stuck in her
mind about the Melbourne Games was
seeing the athletes arrive by bus at the
MCG and wander into the stadium
without any signs of security; everything
seemed so relaxed and informal. She
also recalls having a picnic lunch on
the grass outside the MCG.
Some of her school friends actually
approached a number of the athletes

and asked for and received autographs.
Try doing that at an Olympics now and
you would probably be arrested at best
or shot at worst.
She also remembers seeing Shirley
Strickland win a race but can’t remember
if it was a final or a heat but she does
remember the huge support Shirley
Strickland received from the packed
MCG.
I recall discussing the low-key
feeling of the Melbourne Games with
1500-metre champion and former state
governor John Landy. He recalled that
Ron Clarke, who lit the Olympic flame
in 1956, went to his grandmother’s
house after the opening ceremony and
watched the Games on TV as he had
not been allocated a seat to watch the
rest of the day’s events. In many ways
the Melbourne Olympics was a coming
of age for Australia and Melbourne
in particular. It was also a genuinely
friendly Games with everyone anxious
to present the best possible picture of
the country which was in those days of
propeller-driven aircraft and big liners
‘off the beaten track’ as far as the rest
of the world was concerned.
It was also not without drama,
particularly the Hungary versus the
Soviet Union water-polo match which
ended in a bloodbath, literally, as the
Hungarians took revenge on their Soviet
opponents for the invasion of their
homeland and its bloody repression.
TONY DUBOUDIN

Jill’s school enjoying a picnic lunch on the lawn outside the MCG during the 1956 Olympics.
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John’s fascination with steam engines

One of John’s 3½” gauge locomotives.
John, as one of those very valuable ₤10
‘poms’, migrated to New Zealand in
1964. He was 14. John first undertook
an apprenticeship as a linotype operator
but found that not to his liking so began
an adult apprenticeship as a fitter and
turner. A working holiday in Australia in
1979 turned out to be another migration
for him as he never returned to ‘the land
of the long white cloud’.

Fitting and turning turned out to be
the love of his life and he worked in this
trade until he retired from a printing firm
in Wodonga. Prior to moving up-country,
John sought to expand his knowledge
and skills so he undertook a course at
RMIT in pattern-making and foundry
work which he kept at for eight years.
This enabled him to make the patterns,
do the casting and undertake the final

John with a partially completed 5” gauge steam locomotive and the Christmas present steam
engine for his grandson.

John operating the milling machine he made.
This included making the patterns, doing the
moulding and the final machining of components.
machining of a substantial milling
machine that is in constant use to this day.
John has always had a fascination
with steam engines which of course were
still much in evidence when he was a boy
back in England, so he joined up with the
Steam Locomotive Society of Victoria
in Moorabbin and started to produce
steam locomotives for 3½” and 5” gauge
tracks. But then again his interest extends
to making any type of engine operated
by the application of steam pressure. His
grandson received a very special methoheated steam boiler driving a singlepiston engine for Christmas. Lucky boy!
The only portion of the steam
locomotive that John does not
manufacture is the very small steampressure gauge which is about 12
millimetres in diameter and requires
wafer-thin components. He did try,
but even the redoubtable John fond it
beyond his multifaceted workshop skills.
(The lack of John’s surname was a
requirement of the interview and should
not detract from our being impressed by
his engineering skills.)
ROD NUSKE
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Mr Plinth’s brush
with politics
A play in one act.
Scene: Mr and Mrs Plinth are standing
outside the local drill hall. A large banner
over the door proclaims, WELCOME TO
THE DINNER PARTY. Mr Plinth
looks a little tipsy.
Mr Plinth: Whass this about a dinner
party? I thought we were going to a
political meeting.
Mrs Plinth: We are. That’s the name
of the new party.
Mr Plinth: It doesn’t make sense.
Mrs Plinth: They’re basing their
ideas on a big political movement in
America.
Mr Plinth: Americans! I can’t stand
them!
Scene As the Plinths move towards the door
they are met by a grinning usher.
Usher: Welcome my friends to the
inaugural meeting of the new Dinner
Party. Do come in.
Scene: They enter the hall. It is laid out with
trestle tables covered with butcher’s paper. Set
out on the tables are paper plates with cold
meats and salad. There are cakes as well.
Mr Plinth: God’s trousers! Now I’m
completely confused. Is it dinner or
not?
Usher: It’s both. We’ll be eating
together after our president’s address.
Mr Plinth: That’s not food! It’s lettuce
leaves and cold cuts!
Mrs Plinth: Don’t be rude Barrington!
Usher: Heh! Heh! That’s OK. No,
this is symbolic food, you know, the
breaking of bread and wine in the
spirit of fellowship.
Mr Plinth: I can’t see any wine!
Usher: No, well we can’t afford wine
yet. You will have to make do with
water tonight I’m afraid.
Mrs Plinth: (To Plinth.) Now
Barrington! If you start making digs
about turning water into wine I’m
taking you home!
Mr Plinth: What a blessing that would
be!
MC: (Suddenly appearing on stage wearing
an American Stetson hat.) Ladies and
gentlemen, please be seated. (All find
seats at the tables.) Welcome to this, the
inaugural meeting of our brand new
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political movement, the Australian
Dinner Party.
Voice off: Hear, hear.
MC: Now without further ado, it
gives me great pleasure to introduce
our foundling, Mr Malcolm Feasance.
(Three people clap.)
Scene: Feasance enters, also wearing a
Stetson. He is followed by a wife who bears an
expression of practiced spousal adoration and
there are two spotty sons who look resentful
and there’s a dog.
Plinth: Hah! I think I know that face.
Mrs Plinth: Sh!
Feasance: Ladies and gentlemen.
Tonight we are about to make
Australian political history. A new
national movement focussed on the
real people of Australia and their pets.
Plinth: I remember this fellow. He’s
been before the courts.
Mrs Plinth: Quiet! That was a long
time ago. He was never charged.
Feasance: Now I know we all agree
that we don’t live on a level playing
field. We just think we’re breaking the
surface and then they shift the goal
posts.
Plinth: (Groaning.) Oh my God!
Feasance: Government isn’t for the
people; it’s for the politicians who only
want to feather their own nests.
Plinth: Oh for God’s sake! What is he
talking about?
Feasance: (Heard the remark.) I’m
talking about the pretty kettle of fish
we all find ourselves in; you, me and
everybody – ourselves, our dogs and
ferrets.
Plinth: (Rising unsteadily to his feet.) I’m
sorry but this is ridiculous. First you
say that we’re swimming about on a
level playing field towards the goal
posts which keep moving . . .
Voice off: Sidown yer mug!
Second Voice: Yeah!
Plinth: (Spurred on!) Why do politicians
and aspiring ones insist on talking in
clichés?
Feasance: (Aside to MC.) What did he
say? What’s a clitch for God’s sake?
Plinth: You’ll be telling us about the
tip of the iceberg next.
Feasance: I’m coming to that.
Voice off: Sidown or get out!
Mrs Plinth: (Tugging at Plinth’s coat tails.)
Barrington please! (Plinth flops back into
his seat.)

Feasance: Now I want to tell you
about ‘isms’ – those threats to our
very existence. I’m talking about
communism and socialism. But they’re
only the tip of the iceberg.
Plinth: (Loud groan.)
Feasance: There’s cronyism, nep. . .
nep. . .
MC: (In Feasance’s ear.) Nepotism!
Feasance: Nepotism! But the
real threats are the sleeping giants,
communism and socialism.
Plinth: I knew it! We’ve got reds under
the beds. (Rising.) For heaven’s sake!
What century are you in?
Feasance: Ah! But you have been
fooled my friend. You haven’t seen the
elephant in the room.
Plinth: This is ridiculous! You have us
swimming about on a crooked playing
field towards goal posts which keep
shifting. The politicians are sitting up
there feathering their nests and now
there’s an elephant in the room.
Feasance: TWO elephants. Aren’t you
listening! Communism and socialism,
they’re our slumbering giants.
Plinth: Stop this nonsense at once or
I won’t be responsible for my actions.
Feasance: (Losing it!) Shut up you old
goat! You think you know everything!
Well you don’t. It’s men like me and my
mates – we’re at the coal face, we have
our noses to the grindstone of life, we
have our fingers on the pulse and (a
slip) our snouts in the trough.
Plinth: That’s more like it! I know who
you are! I was a witness at your trial.
Feasance: Get that man out of here.
He’s a liar.
Mrs Plinth: (Rising and trying to pull Mr
Plinth away.) Oh Barrington. We have to
leave. Come on!
Scene: Plinth, who is by now totally beside
himself, only worsened by Mrs Plinth’s sleeve
tugging, picks up a cake and throws it in the
direction of Malcolm Feasance but it misses
and lodges in his wife’s hair. The sullen sons
of Feasance are suddenly energised and,
helping themselves to cakes from the official
table they start hurling cakes into the crowd.
The response is swift and soon cake warfare is
in full swing. On the dais the dog can be seen
eating cream cakes off the floor. It looks up
and has a white moustache.
Exterior hall: The Plinths emerge from the
hall, their heads bowed and clothing covered
in cakes. Another cake comes shooting out the

hall door and it catches Plinth on the back of
his neck. From inside we can hear the sounds
of rioting laced with guttural oaths.
Mrs Plinth: (She looks at her cakesplattered husband.) Barrington, you are
a foolhardy and stupid old goat. (She
starts to laugh at the sight of him, then gives
him a hug.) But I do love you still.
BARRINGTON PLINTH
(Ed.) The Plinth Playlets: Why not try
play readings at home with friends and
family? It’s fun.

Summer in Somers – enjoy it,
don’t spoil it
This summer, the narrow Foreshore
Reserve and beached area of Somers will
cater for many locals and visitors, but
all need to be mindful of the relevant
legislation and regulations that are in
place to ensure the continued survival of
our precious Coastal Bushland Reserve,

with its unique flora and fauna. Please
respect these regulations.
Dog regulations: Dogs are to
be leashed at all times on the Somers
Foreshore Reserve and beached areas.
During the summer daylight-saving
period, leashed dogs are only permitted
on beached areas before 9am and after
7pm. Please respect the rights of other
beach users and keep your dog away
from the beach between 9am and 7pm.
If you want your dog to run free,
please use one of the designated leashfree areas: Stones Reserve (entrance 50m
past the CFA) and in the MPSC-managed
area of Somers Foreshore, from the
beached area below the ‘Hundred
Steps’ heading east for 200 metres).
Dog-poo bags are provided at most
beach access points so please use them,
then deposit ‘offerings’ in a bin. (Please
don’t leave bagged offerings in trees!)
No Horses (or any equine
species) are permitted on Somers
Foreshore Reserves and beached areas.
Our resting seals and endangered Red
Capped Plovers often become casualties
when encountering thundering hooves
and free-range dogs. Equine species are
also rough on the Reserve bush track
surfaces that have been constructed
specifically for human walkers (and
soft-toed dogs).
No Fires are permitted on
the Somers Foreshore Reserve or
beached area. Please alert the CFA and
Hastings Police if any fires are detected.
No logs, vegetation or wildlife are
permitted to be disturbed or removed
from Somers Foreshore Reserve.
No camping is permitted on
the Somers Foreshore reserve and
beached area.Balnarring Foreshore
Reserve has upgraded and extended
camping facilities and Somers Holiday
Resort also has some campsites available.
Thanking you
SFCoM
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Vandalism of coastal vegetation

A Coastal Forum was held at Coolart
on 30 November with various
speakers from Foreshore Committees
of Management, Wildlife Rescue
and Coastcare groups around the
Westernport and Mornington Peninsula
regions who spoke passionately about
their respective conservation activities
plus the problems they encountered.
What came out loud and clear was
the difficulty garnering action from
Government agencies or Councils when
tackling the problem of vegetation
vandalism. The above signage was
placed by Bass Coast Council right in
the midst of a vandalized vegetation
zone in Cowes, Phillip Island, to act
as a deterrent.

“What is coastal vegetation
vandalism? Coastal vegetation

vandalism is the removal and/or damage of
coastal vegetation without consent issued by
the relevant authorities. Damage is defined as
including lopping, pruning, burning, mowing,
poisoning, and dumping of waste.” (1)
This issue is often ‘the elephant in the
room’, as committees and communities
wrestle with the knowledge that
destruction of coastal vegetation is
occurring.
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But how to tackle it! Unless the
perpetrators are caught in the act, or
witnesses come forward, the full force
of the legislation is difficult to apply.
Sometimes the damage may not initially
be obvious to casual passersby, but onground volunteers and workers see the
ongoing destruction regularly.

“Who is vandalising our
coastal vegetation? Data collected

from across Victoria’s coastline indicates
that the main reason for the vandalism of
coastal vegetation is to improve views from
private property and to create access to the
foreshore. Other reasons thought to lead to
coastal vegetation vandalism are to extend
private gardens, to increase cleared areas of the
foreshore, to increase amenity on the foreshore
and to create/increase car parking.” (1)
In a small community it is easier not
to acknowledge that a good neighbour,
fellow Probus or golf-club member,
or a respected community person,
could be involved in clearing, felling,
pruning or poisoning vegetation on
a Crown Land Reserve in order to
improve or retain a view. It becomes
an issue that is easier to ignore rather
than tackle; and at times the volunteers

and contractors trying to repair the
damaged areas can be threatened or
have ‘barbed arrows’ slung in their
direction to dilute the problem. Even
politicians or councillors are loath
to become involved; a non-reply to
requests for assistance is often an easier
option. The need to protect, preserve
and restore areas of native vegetation
is paramount. Legislation is in place
to ensure the long-term survival of
remaining fragile environments, with
many grants and funding opportunities
available to assist in the restoration
and protection of our native bushland
reserves.
“How do we protect coastal
vegetation? Vegetation on Victoria’s coast
is protected by various legislative provisions.
These include the Coastal Management Act
1995, the Planning and Environment Act
1987 and the Crown Land (Reserves) Act
1978. Failure to comply with the regulations
described within the legislative provisions
can result in prosecution and fines up to
$140,000. Coastal vegetation is also protected
directly by the managers of coastal Crown
land. These managers work tirelessly to ensure
that the coastal landscape is maintained for
the benefit of the public.” (1)
No one has ‘the right’ to a view,
either legally or morally. Houses may
be built that inhibit or block out
your views and trees have a habit of
growing; yet we don’t walk onto our
neighbour’s property and demolish
their house, or cut down their trees
if this doesn’t suit our ‘viewing’ needs.
So why do we hesitate in condemning
such appalling, unlawful acts on Crown
Land Reserves?
At the Somers Residents Association
AGM, I reported the illegal removal
of the one remaining specimen of Swamp
Sheoak on the Foreshore Reserve;
a very rare specimen on our coast.
All that remained after the onslaught
was a glaring bare patch. Time, you
would think, for an outraged reaction
from the community, but alas support
was minimal and short-lived. There
was even condemnation from some
quarters for bringing such a topic into

the public domain!
When do we discuss such things?
When is the appropriate time? Do we
‘go underground’ and speak in hushed
tones behind closed doors, or do we
as a community finally try to address
this long-standing issue and finally say,
‘enough is enough’.
Let’s get the problem right
out in the open, so that the wider
community can exert peer pressure
in the hope that our recalcitrant
neighbours may rethink their actions.
For many years successive SFCoM
members have tried valiantly to reverse
this habitual behaviour affecting some
areas of the Foreshore Reserve that
abut private residences. The ‘softly,

softly’ approach has been tried; large
signage has been placed in the areas
of highest incidence as determined by
DSE compliance officers. Committee
members, Friends groups and others
have sent letters and emails in
frustration at such examples of wanton
destruction over many years, in an
attempt to try to have this toxic tide
reduced or stopped. Without greater
condemnation of such acts from those
in the community, as well as those in
positions of authority, the vandalism
will continue.
(1) Reference from DSE Information
Sheet: Coastal Vegetation Vandalism.

PAM BANNISTER

Swamp Sheoak (Allocasuarina Paludosa) no more! Someone must have witnessed this
illegal removal.

Warning –
Ross River fever in Somers
A few cases of Ross River fever
have been reported in Somers.
This is a flu-like infection carried
by mosquitoes which can be very
mild or if severe can be very
debilitating and unpleasant. It is
not new to the Hastings area but
it is worth being aware that it has

occurred recently in Somers. After
all the rain and war m
weather mosquitoes are
ver y active at the moment.
Be warned and protect yourself by
covering up and using a repellant.
ANNE KOTZMAN

North Crescent
house fire
quickly controlled
At 5.22 pm on Sunday 21 August,
Somers Fire Brigade was paged to
attend a reported house fire in North
Crescent. A quick response by Somers
members saw both Tankers 1 and 2
on scene in less than 10 minutes from
the time of the call. On arrival the
house was already well alight, with
flames issuing from the windows
of the living area of the building.
Capably supported by fire fighters and
equipment from Balnarring, Bittern
and Crib Point Brigades (and the BA
support van from Frankston along
with a Thermal Imaging Camera from
Boneo), the Somers members were
able to prevent damage to nearby
exposures – a garage and caravan to
the rear of the house. One occupant,
who had suffered smoke inhalation
trying to initially douse the fire, was
given oxygen until the ambulance
arrived to take over.
As it was suspected that the
structure contained asbestos (later
confirmed as true), the Incident
Controller Captain Bruce McCallum
from Somers instructed the close-in
fire fighters to wear breathing apparatus
(BA). As other crews arrived they also
donned BA and joined the fire fight. All
other fire fighters also needed to wear
PS2 masks when in the house area. In
a relatively short time (14 minutes), the
major fire was extinguished and a stop
was called on the incident. That left the
blacking out, isolation of the area and
general clean-up to be done. The house,
which had working smoke detectors,
was extensively damaged. Fortunately
there were no injuries other than smoke
inhalation.
The initial suspected cause of the
fire was an electrical fault in the living
room.
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Somers kids do well in
State Schools mountain-biking
championships

Cameron, a grade 6 student at Somers, on
his way to achieving third place in the State
Schools under-13 boys’ mountain-biking
state title.

Our three mountain-biking champions, Ellie, Cameron and Daniel. The business whose
advertisement is in the background has been providing support for Ellie in her cycling
endeavours.

Looking very much in control of the situation as she leads the race, Ellie not only won first
prize in the State Schools mountain-biking for girls under 15, but is also National Champion
in the same event.
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Daniel, another Somers claimant for third
place in the State Schools mountain-biking
state title, but this time in the under-15
category.

